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By KAT IE T AMOLA

The metaverse continues to prove a haven for prosperous financial opportunity, according to a recent report from
banking giant J.P. Morgan.

The "Opportunities in the metaverse" report highlights the fact that brands, retailers and public figures are just getting
started in the metaverse, with this virtual network growing globally each day with expectations to infiltrate every
sector. With $54 billion spent on virtual goods every year, brands are being called to learn and assess the disparate
interpretations of the metaverse and to create meaningful spaces within the network to connect with consumers.

"For luxury brand customers, the metaverse should provide an experience that is not available in the real world,"
said Zach Hungate, head of gaming at metaverse investment company Everyrealm, New York. "Why would someone
come to the metaverse when they could do the same thing in real life - and probably have more fun doing it?

"The most successful metaverse activations have defied traditional aesthetics and architecture, as we've seen," he
said. "Because gravity does not exist in the metaverse, your digital goods store could, for example, be floating above
the ground."

A whole new world 
The metaverse is a network of virtual worlds, consisting of certain technologies, aiming to foster social connection.
It melds characteristics from Web 2.0, the current phase of the Internet, with characteristics from Web 3.0, the next
phase of the internet.

Web 2.0 characteristics inherent in the metaverse include mobile-first approaches, social platforms and user-
generated content, while Web 3.0 characteristics that drive the metaverse include artificial intelligence,
decentralization and cryptocurrency.
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One popular feature of the metaverse is  augmented reality, which brands  have implemented to bring the experience of in-s tore shopping to their
consumers  at home. Image credit: Deloitte

As J.P. Morgan anticipates that the metaverse will pervade every sector, the market opportunity is estimated at over $1
trillion in yearly revenues.

J.P. Morgan has long recognized the opportunities inherent in several metaverse features, including cryptocurrency,
having been the first major U.S. financial institution to launch its own cryptocurrency (see story).

Succinctly, there is a mammoth opportunity here for luxury brands to make money.

The metaverse offers physical and social concepts to consumers through a digital lens consumers are not only
invited to express themselves through digital avatars, but they can also socialize with other people and their most
coveted brands.

Approximately 60 billion messages are sent daily on the online gaming platform Roblox.

Last year, Gucci partnered with Roblox for an interactive virtual exhibit celebrating Gucci Garden Archetypes.

A Roblox avatar exploring the digitized Gucci Gardens  Archetypes  exhibit. Image credit: Gucci/Roblox

The virtual Gucci Garden space replicated the physical, multimedia experience that debuted in 2021 in Florence.
Users were invited to explore the immersive space through avatars as well as purchase exclusive, limited-edition
avatar items (see story).

Luxury brands and retailers continue to flock to the metaverse as new technologies come together to make the
virtual network better and more enthralling. These technologies include augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR),
digital currencies and NFTs.

In February, LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton Japan KK partnered with Japanese conglomerate SoftBank Corp. to
develop and accelerate new omnichannel customer experiences.

The strategic partnership will bring together both companies' expertise and technology to enhance customer
experience and services for luxury brands. Expanding these technologies will be priorities for the partnership, as
well as harnessing virtual reality and 5G technology to offer more immersive, real-time experiences for in-store
shoppers all while reflecting LVMH's tradition of creativity and quality (see story).

Consumers are also able to own products, art and spaces within the metaverse.

Virtual real estate is a growing market, as Ethereum-based platforms like Decentraland sell virtual plots that
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consumers can develop. In June 2021, Decentraland sold one land package for $913,00, which developer
Everyrealm turned into a shopping district called Metajuku, inspired by Japan's Harajuku shopping district.

The average price of a parcel of land doubled in six months in 2021, growing from $6,000 in June to $12,000 by
December across the four main Web 3.0 metaverses, Decentraland, Somnium Space, Cryptovoxels and The
Sandbox.

And what is a community without a party? Increasingly, consumers will even be able to obtain paying jobs within the
metaverse, as people hold virtual gatherings, celebrations, et cetera. 

Online video game Fortnite recently held a major concert which was seen by 45 million people and grossed about
$20 million. Disc jockeys, party planners and more could flock to the metaverse for these kind of paying
opportunities.

Public figures continue working within the metaverse as well, collaborating with brands in attaching their faces and
personas to advertising material. Online gaming is an ample space for advertising, as in-game ad spending is set to
reach $18.4 billion by 2027.

Luxury NFTs abundant 
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) currently have a market cap of $41 billion.

Luxury continues diving into the NFT space across sectors.

Italian automaker Lamborghini recently announced it is  auctioning its last produced Aventador Coup as an
exclusive NFT in collaboration with musical artist Steve Aoki, digital artist Krista Kim and Invnt Group (see story).

Guerlain has  created 1,828 cryptobee NFTs  for its  founding in 1828. Image credit: Guerlain

Last month, French beauty brand Guerlain supported conservation efforts with the commissioning of its  first NFT
project. As an ode to the year of its  founding, Guerlain commissioned 1,828 unique NFTs in the form of "cryptobees"
(see story).

Although the metaverse can be overwhelming in its vastness, there appears to be room for everyone and every
brand, with a race to the top imminent.

"We're seeing a trend in the metaverse where aesthetics are becoming more important than brand," Mr. Hungate
said. "

It's  clear that luxury has a place in the metaverse, given the enthusiasm with which consumers have embraced NFTs
and virtual spaces." he said. "But it's  even clearer that digital users are drawn to high-quality, artistic products."
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